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PREFACE

$

'iris Memorandum is part of a Rand study of .tb influence of air-

delivered munitions on ground-combat operations. 7.•e purpose of t.s

particular effort has been to define in analytic terms those relation-

ships that describe the performance of a well-led and well-disciplined

Infaptry company during a fire fight. The relationships presented

here--among casualties, troop suppression, and combat pef-ormance--

form a set of inputs to Rand's FAST-VAL TI (forward air-strike evalua-

tion) model.

Unlike the primary effects of a combat engagement, i.e., casualtihs

and equipment losses, the secondary effects described: by these relation-

ships are very subtle and difficult to quantify. The values we have

determined, therefore, must be regarded as tentative and, in many cases,

speculative. Because of the lack of available data or relevant refer-

ence materiali, we have relied heavily on the judgment ar experience

of Rand's military consultants throughout this study.

Although there exist almost no *quantitative'data to support our

findings in detail, the relationships derived here.have appeared to

be generally valid in the few cases in which'results of simulations

of real-life combat actions have been compared with the reported re-

sults of those actions. (A comparison of simulation results with

actual combat reports of a fire fight at Khe Sanh, South Vietnam, in .

-1967, wiil be presented in a forthcoming Rand Memorandum in the FAST-

VAL series.)

While it must be emphasized that there is no universal agreement

as tp the val~ity of the parameters we have defined, we feel that they

serve as a much-needed working starting point. We shall continue to ,

seek new data and evaruate the research results of others in order to .

either add substatice o present judgments or identify needed changes

in the functional relationships.

L
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SUMMfARY'

This Remorandum develops and describes a set of functiorqs that are

part of the input to FVAT-VAL II simulations to determine the outcome

of small-unit combatractions. The FAST-VAL (forward ai lstrike eval-

uation) model measures the influence o f weapons on groufid-combat actions

of regimental size or smaller, by dynamic two-sided simulations of engage-

ments. In order for these simulations to reflect the average performance

of individual combat troops, it is necessary to include as inputs not only

, 'the primary effects of casualties and equipment losses but also the second-

* ary effects of these factors, which are far more subtle and difficult to

quantify.

The following basic functions are used to describe in analytical

terms the secondary effects of air, artillery, mortar, and small-arms

fire on a company's ability to fire And maneuver:

1. The break level--the point at which a unit (offensive or

defensive) can no longer perform its mission during a fire

fight.

2. The stall level--the point at which an attacking unit ceases

its advance and .regroups before reinitiating its attack.

3. Company effectiveness--the percentage of an infantry company's

initial riflemen that are committed and effective, expressed

as a function of the comipany's policy for committing reserves

and its cumulative casualties.

4. Weapon-crew effectiveness--the influence of cumulative casu-

alties within weapon crews on their preplanned rate of fire.

5. Suppression of fire--the degradation of fire by riflemen and

weapon crews that occurs as a result of the noise, confusion,

and high casualty rate caused by incoming ordnance.

6. Movement rate--the mobility of units as influenced by cumulative

casualties and, for mounted units, by damage to personnel carriers.

7. Suppression of mobility--the degradation of a company's move-

ment rate that occurs as a result of the noise, confusion, and

high casualty rate caused by incoming ordnance.

Si*
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8. Hand-to-hand combat performance--the relationship of an at-

tacking unit's effective fire to that of the defending unit

during hand-to-hand combat.

Each 6f these functions represents a complex concept thae must be de-

fined in the context in. which it is being used., This Memorandum,, there-

fore, discusse the functions and the relationships among them as they

are applied in a FAST-VAL simulation. A brief description is given of

the' FAST-VAL model to indicate the overall framework for the discussion.

The relationships developed in this Memorandum are necessarily

based on assumptions in many instances, because neither quantitative

data nor reference materials are available on which to base, calcula-

tions. These acqumptiona reflect the combat experience and judgment
of the military consultants who participated in deriving them; it is

not to be implied, however, that there is universal agreement as to
the validity of these assumptions. Each assumption is discussed in

detail, and the resulting values determined for each of the major com-

bat functions are P ented graphically. "

Detailed compu'etions used to derive the percentage of a company's

surviving riflemen that are effective at various stages of a ground en-

gagement are presented in the Appendix to this Memorandum.

.41.
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GLOSSARY

Attacking infantry uInit: Any infantry (or other) unit assigned an in-
fantry mission of deploying forward on ail approach march or of attacking'.

Break: Loss of a unit's ability to eontinue to perform its mission dur-
ing a fire fight (in FAST-VAL, fire fights are assumed to last less
than 24 hr).

Break Zevel: The level, measured in pere*4 casualties, at which a
unit can no longer perform its assigned mission.

Casualties: Any persons killed or wounded in action (an example of
casualty criteria is the "assault, 5 min" standard of Ballistic Re-
search Laboratories, as defined in Ref.`5).

Company effectiveness: The percentage of a company's initial riflemen
that are committed and effective at a given time.

Defendinq infantry unit: Any infantry (or other) unit assigned to
hold hhsty or prepared defensive positions or to fight a delaying
action.

PAST-VAL: A system of computer models developed at Rand for forward
air-strike evaluation, designed to ascertain the influence of air-
6aelivered weapons on ground combat actions. FAST-VAL can also be
used to examine the damage-producing capabilities of artillery, mor-
tars, and small arms, as well as the interactions of opposing forces
in the presence of combined enemy fires.

FAST-VAL II: A computer program designed to. simulate dynamic two-sided
regimental or smaller-size combat engagements. FAST-VAL II supersedes
FAST-VAL I (see Ref. 10). A detailed djescription of FAST-VAL II will
be publishea in a forthcoming Rand Memorandum.

Final coordination linq: A line close to the enemy position at which
the lifting and shifting of supporting fires are coordinated, along
with the final deployment of maneuver elements prior-to an assault.

Ineffective individual: Any person who is not a casualtybut is engaged
in activities other than his primary function, or is in some other
,status that prevents him from accomplishing his miss!.on (firing his
own weapon, acti~gas a weapon cr~iman, or other support function).

Percenjt casualties: The ratio (expressed as a percentage) of the num-

ber of casualties to the initial number of personnel.

Sma',,arms: Rifles and machine guns.

~ý7'2Z.: The cessation of an attacking infantry uni>t's advance toward
the enemy for sometime interval, during whicit he unit regroups
before reinitiating its attack.

V'
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StaZl level: Mhe level, measured in percent casualties, at which a
unit stalls. (The stall ldvel does not apply in FASILý-VAL simulations
to any unit that crosses the final cooedination line'.)

Suppressed individuals: All persons who, due to noise, concussion, or
other effects of near misses, take cover or move quickly out of an
impact area and consequently momentarily abandon their missions.

/
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I. INTRODUCTION

Providing air support for ground forces in combat is a major re-

sponsibility of the Air Force;, therefore, there is a continuing need to

improve the bases for developiing and evaluating tactics, techniques,

delivery methods, and munitions used for this purpose. One of the tools

that has been developed at Rand to assistjhe Air Force in planning for

and executing its tactical support missiot.is FAST-VAL, a mathematical

model for forward air-strike evaluation, which measures the influence

of air-delivered weapons on the outcome of small-unit ground-combat en-

gagements.

In a FAST-VAL simulation, two deployed forces may exchange artillery

fire, ,ttar fire, and air strikes. At the same time, attacking rifle

companies may advance and exchange rifle and machine-gun fire with de-

fending rifle companies. As simulated time advances, the first, or

primary, effect of the exchange of fire is the production of personnel
casualties and equipment losses. These casualties and losses not only

directly redu e a unit's strength, they also have secondary e~fects;

i.e., they Zuse survivors to be diverted, leave them without leaders,

and reduce the cohesion of the unit, thus degrading the unit's ability

to advance and to deliver fire. Ih addition, incoming ordnance can cause

surviving persontiel to be suppressed, that is, to seek cover or to-,take

evasive action and thereby further reduce their ability to perform their

mission.

The FAST-VAL II model is structured to allow the user to express

these .secondary effects of fire upon a unit's:performance. Secondary"

effects, however, are far more subtle and difficult to quantify than
are the primary effects (the expected numbers of casualties and equip-
'Pent losses).* Therefore, we h~ye developed a set of relationships

S The FAST-VAL method of computing expected or average target
4amage inflicted by single or multiple weapons, considering delivery
conditions such as ballistic errors, aiming errors, and weapon paltern,
and target characteristics such as distribution, size., and'shape,-has
become one of the basic techniques used-by the Tri-Service Joint Muni-
tions Effectiveness Manual,(JMEM) Group.

r •
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among casualties, suppregsion, and unit performance, which are used as

inputs in FAST7IAL Ii and which permit the secondary effects to be ex-

pressed in analytical terms.

Because there are no commonly accepted data on which to base these 4
relationships, we have had to make numerous assumptions. These assump-

tions reflect the experience and judgment of Rand's military consultants,

and the values we have calculated using the assumptions appear reason-

able. However, it must be emphasized that these assumptions and rela-

tionships are subjective and will undoubtedly undergo modification as

empirical data become available.

Section II describes the "ground-combat engagement as it is si-mu-

lated by FAST-VAL II; showing how the relationships presented here are

employed in the model. Section III describes the relatuonships between

a company's rate of-. fire and its break level, sthl level, commitment

of reserves, cumulative casualties, and suppression during periods when

incoming ordnance causes noise, confusion, and a high casualty rate..

Section IV presents the relationships between a unit's *round mobility

during the battle and its cumulative casualties, suppressibn, and l1ss -

of per•Owne-1 cane iers,- Section__dscrIbe.' he relationship of an at-

tacking unit's fire to that of the defender'during hand-to-hand combat.

The Appendix gives the computations used to der ';e the percentage of

surviving riflemen that are committed and effective at various stages

of ground combat.

/
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II. FAST-VAL SIKULATION OF A GRQUND ENGAGEMENT: THE EFFECTS
OP. CASUALTIES AND SUPPRESSION ON PERFORMANCE

GENERAL OPERATIONAL rUNCTIONS

During an attack against a defending rffle company, the production

of small-arms (rifle and machine-gun) fire by the attacker depends on

both command action and the number of riflemen that are effective--that

is, neither incapacitated nor diverted from their jobs--at any given

point in the engagement. Prior to reaching the point at which the op-

posing forces are fully engaged, commonly called the "final coordina-

tion line," an advancing company may be hit with any combination of

air, artillery, mortar, and small-arms fire. If it sustains sufficient

damage, measured as the percentage of troops who become casualties, the

attacking company may stop to reorganize before proceeding with the at-

tack. The level of caspalties at which such a halt occurs we shall

call the "stall level."

If the fraction casualties exceeds some critical level, the company

may be for=ed or ordered to abandon the attack; at this point, the com-

pany is said to "break." hould the attacking company pass the final

coordination line without talling or breaking, it starts its final
iN

charge into the enemy si on and continues to fight until either the -

position is taken or th attack loses its momentum and the'attacker is

forced to with raw. In the letter case, the attacking company breaks:

\>1 tceas t opera *a cohesive unit, and the troops Iwithdraw,, in

smal . coordinae!d groups.

A defending rifle company's small-arms fire production is influenced

by~casualties and suppression in a manner similar to that of the attack-

ing company. The defending company is subject to attack by air, artil-

lery, mortars, and small arms, and accrues casualties and equipment

losses. Since the defender is not iAd motion, there is no stall point,

but if hit hard enough (again measured in fraction casitalties), the de-

fending company will break, being forced to make an unroordinated with-

drawal.

%b
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In a FAST-VAL simulation, the engagement is allowed to continue

until. •.ithp the bttacker stalls or breaks or the defender breaks;

thus the ultimate victor is d.atrmined.

FAST-VAL S IMUWLTION

In a FAST-VAL simulation, a deployed unit is defined by gridding8

the battlefield into squares 100 ft on a side. Then, employing a rec-

tangular coordinate system, the numbers of riflemen, support personnel,

and pieces of equipment contained in each occupied square are associaied

with the coordinates of the center of the •quare. The name of i rifle

company or battery to which the men and equipment in the square belong

is also specified.

Two distinct postures or vulnerability levels may be defined for

the riflemen and two for the support personnel. The first posture is

the upper, more exposed stance; the second, lower posture represents

the effect of suppression. The model user associates a fractional ef-

ficlency with each of the postures. Examples of. postures typically,

used in simulations are the prone position, standing 4foxholes,

"•rouching in foxholes, or in log bunkers.

Simulated time is advanced in steps of a user-defined time inter-**
val. During each interval, the model computes the casualty rate (frac-

tion casualties per minute) that the riflemen and support personnel in

each square would have sustained had they been in their first posture,.

This casualty rate is a function of the air-delivered weapons, artillery, A

and mortars but not of rifle and machine-gun fire. If during a time

interval, the casualty rate within a square exceeds some user-defined

rate, the men in the square will seek their second (suppressed) posture

and remain there during the succeeding time interval. Should the casualty

A simulation may contain several distinct engagements, each of
which may contain several attacking companies and several defending corn-
panies. An engagement continues until all the defending companies break
or until all the attacking companies break or stall.**

"A time interval of 4 min has generally been specified by Rand
users.

S.,



rate drop below that specified rate during the succeed ktg tLme interval,

the men in the square will return to their first posture. The effective-

ness of suppressed troops is equal to whatever fractional effectiveness

the user has associated with the second posture. 'For each time interval,

the model also records the fraction of the men in each rifle company cur-

rently in their second posture.

To incorporate the effect of cumulative casualties on the efficiency

of artillery, mortar, and machine-gun crews, the cumulative casualty frac-

tion of the support personnel in the square containing a particular weapon

is assumed to represent that of the entire crew¢. The model also continu-

ally records the expected percent of casualties suffered by each rifle

company. In addition, if an attacking company is specified to advance

initially in personnel carriers, the model records the expected percent

of carrier losses for each company.

Suppression and cumulative casualties are assumed to disrupt the

battle plans of the two opposing units independently. These effects are

measured at and applied to individual artillery and mortar tubes rather

than to the battery as a unit. The battle plans for these weapons con-

-sist of (1) a preplanned rate-of-fire table defining rates as a function

of time and (2) a preplanned targeting table defining area targets and

the time intervals during which to fire upon the targets. During a sim-

ulction time interval, the actual rate of filre thata weapon will achieve /
agai'st a target is the product of (1) the preplanned rate, (2) the frac-

x|
tionale ffectiveness associated with the current posture of the weapon-

crew members colocated with the 4eapon, and (3) an input functioni ex-

pressing crew efficiency as a function of the fraction casualties suf-

fered by the support personnel colocated with the weapon.

For rifle companies1 battle plans consist of assigning attacking

rifle companies to objectives--sets of defending rifle companies--defining

the time each attacking company is to begin to advance, setting rates of

fire for rifle. and machine guns as functions of the distance separatiQg

the opposing companies, and defZtning'basic advanceb rates.

Attacking compani ass through three dist'inct phases as they ad-

van• toward their objectives, and a distinct basic rate, of advance is

00fined for each phase. In the first phase, the opposing companies are
//
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said tu be ,mengaged; they neither deliver nor receive rifle and machine-

Sun fire. However, both forces are subject to artillery and mortar fire

and air strikes. The model user may specify that attacking companies ad--

vance in personnel carriers during this phase.

The second phase begins when and if the attacking rifle company

reaches the "line of departure," an imaginary line located at a user-

defined distance from the defending companies. During the second phase

the opposing companies are said to be semiengaged and may deliver and

receive rifle and machine-gun fire as well as artillery and mortar fire

and air strikes. The region within which companies are semiengaged is

normally too deep for a single definition of rifle and machine-gun rates

of fire, so it may be divided into as many as four smaller regions.

The third phase begins when and if the attacking companies reach

the final coordination line, again an imaginary ltpe located at a user-

defined distance from the defending companies. Durini, the third phase

the forces are said to be fully engaged. The defender's machine guns

may continue to fire during this phase, but those of the attacker my not.

(If a machine gun is carried forward of the final coordination line and

fired from the "hip" or other rifle-like position, it is treated like a

rifle for this phase-of the fire fight.) Both forces continue to deliver

rifle fire. Normally, air strikes, artillery, and mortar fire will have

shifted to alternate targets when the forces enter this phase.

When and if attacking couxpaxies reach the objective, they are said

to be in the hand-to-hand phase. In this phase only the rifles are pre-

sumed to fire. No attempt is made to simulate all the complexities of

hand-to-haud combat. The input parameters for the rifles (rates of fite

and expected casualties per burst) are employed to approxisiate the re-

sults of this phase.

As stated earlier, the battle plans of the rifle companies may be

disrupted by the effects of both suppression and cumulative casualties.

First, the user, defines for each company the fraction casualties at which

the company will break. In a simulation, a company that reaches its break

level will cease to advance and will neither deliver nor receive rifle and

machine-gun fire. However, it may continue to suffer casualties from ar-

tillery, mortars, and air strikes. The break level defined for defending

companies is normally higher than that for attacking companies.
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Prior to the time that an attacking rifle company reaches its break

level, its advance rate may also be degraded by suppression and cumula-

tive casualtieo. The actual rate of advance achieved by an attacking

company during a time interval is the product of the preplanned basic

advance rate for the current phase of the attack and two input functions.

The first function expressesfthe fraction of the basic advance rate the

company may maintain, as a function of the fraction of the men in the

company currently suppressed, i.e., in their second posture. The second

function expresses the fraction of the basic advance rate the company

may maintain, as a function o± the fraction casualties suffered by the

company. During the fully engaged phase of an attack, the preplanned

advance rate is not degraded. If the user specifies that the company

is to advance in personnel carriers during its unengaged phase, he must

also define a basic rate of advance for the carrier and a function ex-

pressing the fraction 'of this advance rate that the company can maintain,

as a function of the fraction carrier losses. When the company advances

in personnel carriers, its men are assumed to be only as vulnerable as

the carrier itself, and the suppressive effect of hncoming ordnance is

ignored.

Should the input function expressing mobility as a function of cum-

ulative casualties drop to zero at some fraction casualties less than

the break level for an attacking company, the company stalls, ceasing

to deliver or receive rifle and machine-gun fire. The may define

the time interval required by the company to reorganize Aor to re-

suming its attack. When the company re umes its forward movement, its

ability to move is degraded as a functio0 of, the casualties it has suf-

fered since the time it stalled.

The exchange of rifle and machine-gun fire is alvo influenced by

suppression and cumulative casualties. 'The actual rate of fire achieved

by the machine guns of both sides during a time interval is the product

of (1) the preplanned rate for the current phase of the attack, (2) the

fractional effectiveness associated with the current posture of the

weapon crews colocated with the weapon, and (3) the input function

expressing crew efficiency as a function of the fractional casualties

suffered by the support personnel colocated with the weapon. The latter



function is the same as that applied to the artillery and mortar crews

and is assumed to be identical for the attacker atd the defender.

The actual rate of fire achieved by riflemen during'a time in-

terval is the product of (1) the preplanned rate for the current phase

of the attack, (2) the fractional effectiveness associated with the

current posture of the rifleman, and (3) an Input function expressing

the fraction of the surviving riflemen currently effective as a function

of the fraction casualties suffered by the company. The latter function,

which may be different for the attacker than for"he defender, implicitly

reflects the user's assumptions about the coumitment of reserve riflemen

during an attack. During the fully engaged and hand-to-hand phases of

an attack, all surviving riflemen are assumed to have been committed,

and the disruptive effect of cumulative casualties is ignored.

Engagements of regimental (brigade) and battalion size usually re-

solve into several smaller, independent but correlated fire fights, each

of which may have different objectives. In a regimental battle, for ex-

ample, fire fights may be initiated on one flank and at the center to

hold the enemy in position while an end run is made at the other flank./

Or, at the other(exereme, the enemy,osition may be attacked by only one

company of a ba=8klion.

In a FAST-VAL engagement, the fire fights are simulated simuene-

ously but independently. As mentioned before, a FAST-VAL engagement ends

or~y when all the units cotaitted on one side either break or stall.

* Since fire-fights are of short duration (usually less than 24 hr), it

is assumed that all the survivors of a company that breaks are inef-

fective for the remainder of the fire fight.

The capability of FAST-VAL to examine regimental, battalion, company,

and, on occasion, platoon-size fights has spotlighted the need for de

veloping criteria appropriate to the smallest operational unit to be

considered. From the character of the fights that have been examined

with FAST-VAL to date, it appears that the company should be considered

as the basic operational unit. Much of the war-gaming and analysis ef-

fort of other studies has used the division, regiment, or battalion as

the base unit. These earlier efforts can now be used as a-point of

departure for estimates at the company level.
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III. SECONDARY EFFECTS OF CASUALTIES AND SUPPRESSION ON
RATES OF FIRE

Under combat conditions, surviving troops--i.e., those that have

not become casualties--are often diverted from ýheir primary missions,

or they become separated from their leaders and cannot contribute ef-

fectively to their unit's mission. For example, if a platoon leader's

radio operator becomes a casualty, the cohesion of that platoon may be

seriously disrupted and not be restored until a new operator takes over

and regains contact with squads and supporting weapons. No clear guide

exists as to the degree of ineffectiveness among survivors that occurs

at different casualty levels prior to the time that a unit accomplishes

its objective, breaks, or stalls. As indicated in Section II, the pre-

planned rate of fire of riflemen and weapon crews tist be adjusted to

provide for the fact that only a fraction of the surviving riflemen and

weapon crews fire during a f4re fight. Therefore, in this section we

shall examine the relationships among company survivors and the fac-

tors that influence their ratq of fire in' terms of the unit's break

level, stall level, cumulative casualties, commit7unt policy, and sup-

pression caused by incoming ordnance.
*5

THE ATT ACKING RIFLE 'COMPANY

It has been suggested in earlier studies that most attacking bat-

talions (more than 90 percent) will break before the battalion sustains

20 percent casualties.(2) This is illustrated in Fig. 1 (the battalion

curve is taken directly from Ref. 2). We have derived the company curve

by analyzing the battalion components--rifle companies and battalion

headquarters and headquarters company--and allocating the fraction of

the casualties that each component might reasonably be expected to re-

ceive. Each of the three rifle companies was allocated an equal number

of casualties. Then at selected break-level points, the portion of

casualties allocated to one rifle company was divided by the initial

..
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strength of the company to determine the percent of, casualties corres-

ponding to each selected point.

We have assumed the following commitment policy: At the outset of

a battle, two of an attacking rifle company's platoons are, in contact

with the enemy, while the third platoon is in reserve. Thus, about

one-third of the company would be excluded from the fight in 6he initial

(Vhase and would be, by definition, ineffective. We assume that \hree

squads of two fire teams each initially make up the reserve platoon.

As casualties mount along the line -f contact, reserves are committed

to maintain the momentum of the attack until all ressers have been \

coumaiatted. The dashed curve in Fig. 2 reflects this eommitment policy,'\

i.e., that reserves are committed in a manner that would produce the

same expectel or average effective company strength throughout the fire ',

fight as would be accomplished by committing ra one-forlone team basis

whenever a team equivalent in lost due to casualties or to troops becom-

ing ineffective. Thus, at 18.5 percent cumulativeAasualties, for ex-

ample, all reserves are committed and the percentage of survivprs from

that point (6n is the same as would be exPerienced f the entire attack-

ing company\were ecumitted initially.

The percentage of surviving riflemen that are coum ttedb and"'L{fec-

tive, i.e., firing tbhir weapons.,,expressed as a function of cumulative

casualties is a required input to FAST-VAL simulations. The dashed line

of Fig. 2 represenis the complement of this input cuprently being used

in FAST-VAL simulations. .

It is assumed in a FAST-VAL simulation that from the instant an

attacking company reaches the final coordination line until the conclu-

sion of the fire fight, all survivors of both the attacking and defend-

ing unit are effective. That is-v once the attack reaches the final

coordination line, (1) all committed surviving troops not engaged in

*There is no universal ageement on the break-level points. For

"example, the Research Analysis Corporation has used levels of 40 per-
cent and 60 percent casualties for attacking and defending (infantry
and armor) units, respectively.

A derivation of this curve is given in the' Appendix. Th actual
relationship used is an inpul specified by.jhe PAST-VAL user. Therefore,
the user may compute a relalionship that is based on whatever commitment
policy applies most appropriately to the battle situation being simulated.

*
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their primary duty are assumed to return to that duty, and (2) all un-

committed reserves are assumed to be committed to combat at this time.

We have assumed that company-sized infantry units will break when.

they suffer 30 percent casualties. Also, secondary effects tend to be

multiplicative as they accumulate; the overall combat effectiveness of

the wnit tends to deteriorate slowly at first, and then at some crossover

point it deteriorates more rapidly than the proportionate increase in

the number killed and incapacitated., The solid curve in Fig. 2 was

developed on a judgmental basis, incorporating the concept of an ever-

increasing rate of ineffective survivors until the cumulative company

casualties reach the 30 percent level, at which' time 100 percent of the

survivors become ineffective and all of the company's small arms and

machine guns cease firing.

"Although the break level of 30 percent casualties applies to the

entire infantry company, the relationship in Fig. 2 is applied only to

the riflemen~in a IT-VAL simulation.. This relationship estimates the

loss of the capsc'ity of. company's riflei~eI'to deliver fire due to

* the secondary efjjcts of cumulative casualties.- As an example, suppose

qbat 20 percent o 'the i~antry company, including riflemen and machine-

gun crewmen, are casualties. Then 80 percent of the original company

ar,9Vurvivors, and, from Fig. 2, 74 percent of the survivors are actu-

ally effective. Thus only 59.2 percent of the original company strength

is effective; that is, no more than 59.2 percent of the rifles with which K-

the attadng company started will be employed when the cumulative com- (
pany casualties equal 20 percent of the compar*'s pnitial strength.

Machine-gtn crexis are treated separately from flemen in this anal-

ysis. The degradation of machine-gun-crew-effectiveness and its re-

lationship to cumulative company casualties are discussed on'p. 18.

THE DEFENDTNG RIFLE COMPANY

The rela: nship between cumulative casualties and the probabilityA

of breaking i shs ior a defending i ntry battalion and company id'e-

3 3. As-nP 1. the battali n curve is taken from Ref. 2; the

cmpany curvethas been derived in the same manner as was the attacking-

company curve of Fig. 1. From Fig. 3, the break level for a defending

÷ • - -1. . . "
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company (which is assumed to be well led, well trained, and possessing
a tolerance for the stress of battle ) will be 50 percent casualties.

That is, when the cumulative company cacualti~k have reached 50 percent,

the company loses its ability to hold hasty or prepared defensive posi-

tions or to fight a delaying action. As in the case of an attacking

infantry company, the effects of casualties become multiplicative as

casualties accumulate.
I--\

The relationship between cýmulative casualties and the ineffec-

tiveness of surviving riflemen is' shown for a defending company in

Fig. 4. The curves in this figure were also derived intuitively, be-

cause of the unavailability of relevant data.

The solid curve in Fig. 4 representtv the case in which the entire

defending company'is committed to battle initially. This curve shows

a monotonically increasing percentage of ineffective survivors with

increasing casualties, the rate of increase becoming greater and greater,
as indicated by the upward slope. In actual combat, however, a company's

platoons usually become engaged at different times, rather than all at

onc4. Therefore, in a FAST-VAT. simulation, company combat actions are

usually assumed initially to involve only two of a company's three

platoons. The reserve troops are then committed to replace casualties

along the line of contact, thereby stabilizing the company's defensive

po-ture. This commitment policy produces the relationship between

cumulative casualties and ineffectiveness shown by the dashed curve in

Fig. 4.

All reserves are committed when the defending company suffers 24.8

percent cumulative casualties; beyond that level, the solid and dashed

curves are the same. At the 50 percent level, the company breaks and

100 percent of the surviving riflemen are ineffective, The degradation

of effectiveness of machine-gun crews is discussed later, on p. 18.

At this point we would like to make some comments about the general

nature of the curves of Figs. 1 through 4 and the natural phenomena that

they represent. If the ordinate of these curves is interpreted aq a

probability rather than a percentage, each curve is an approximation

This assumption is implicit for both attacking and defending in-
fantry companies in the selection of their break levels.

SThe derivation of this curve is discussed in the Appendix.

* .
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of a statistical cumulative distribution. The percentage of casualhies

cannot be less than 0 or greater than 100. Since it is theoretically

possible that a company could fight to the last man before breaking,

the solid curves in the figures should extend from 0 tc 100 percent

4 cumulative casualties, with the probability increesing from 0 to 1.

The curves would then tend to be S-shaped, with thhe same general shape,

but having tails at each end--one close to 0 probability at the onset

of battle, and one close to a probability of 1 as company casualties

approach 100 percent. But because units are rarely permitted to suf-

fer casualties close to 100 percent, the S curve is truncated long

before it approaches 100 percent. The curves in Figs. 1 through 4

reflect this behavior and form the basis for the relationships presented

here.

STALLED INFANTRY COMPANIES

We have defined the stall level for an attacking infantry company

that has not reached the final coordination line as 23 percent cumula-

tive casualties. At this point, the company's reserves have all been

allocated, and less than 50 percent of the company's initial number of

riflemen are effective. Ip a FAST-VAL simulation, if an attacking com-

pany reaches the stall level, it ceases its small-arms fire, stops its

forward movement, regroups, and prepares for a later reinitiation of the

attack. While stalled, the company does not receive enemy small-arms

fire but is subject to artillery, mortars, av air strikes. In most

simulations, a stalled company makes no further contiibutions to the

fire fight; however, if the battle lasts long enough, it is possible

to reactivate a stalled company as though it were a new but smaller

company, starting from'the position at which it originally stalled.

We have assumed that once a company reahes the stall level, it no longer

makes any effective cAntribution to the battle for at least some mini-

mum time interval. At the conclusion of the 60-min perior, if the

company is reactivated, its now strength is considered equal to the

In this stucy, small arms include machine guns and rifles.

The time interval required by the company to reorganize is an
input specified by the FAST-VAL user. li FAST-VAL simulations at Rand,
a time interval of 60 min has been uaed.

*.1
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original strength less the casualties suffered from the onset of the

battle through the regrouping period. The dashed curve of Fig. 2 can

be used for the "new" company taereafter, ad though the company casu-

alties were set to zero at the time the attack is reinitiated.

ARTILLERY ORTAR, AND MACHINE-GUN UNITS

Irý FAST-VAL, supporting'artillery batteries and mortar sections

are considered as separate entities, independent of a supported infantry

company's state of effectiveness. An artilIery battery or supporting

mortar section may be effective and continue to fire against the enemy

even though one or more of the companies it is supporting are no longer

effective. Conversely, an infantry company may be active, either attack-

ing or defending, while its artillery and mortar sections may suffer

heavy casualties or equiplient damage and become ineffective.

In FAST-VAL, each machine gun assigned or attached to a designated

infantry company is treated somewhat independently. As long as the in-

fantry company to which it belongs is active, the machine-gun unit may

or may not be active. One machine gun attached to an infantry company

may become ineffective due to casualties or equipment damage, while the

remainder of the company, the riflemen, and the other machine-gun units

assigned to it are still effective.

FAST-VAL computes the degradation of artillery, mortar, and machine-

gun units due to equipment damage. This degradation is a primary effect;

the technique for making this computation is described in an earlier

FAST-V Memo~andum.(1) The secondary effects--the degradation of the

performance of the crews of the artillery pieces, mortars, and machine

guns within each 100-ft square--are presented in Fig. 5. There are

two major differences between Fig. 5 and the earlier figures. First,

effectiveness is plotted as the ordinate. Second, the calculation is

a step function.

FAST-VAL considers primary and secondary effects independently.

For example, if elements of an artillery battery within a 100-ft square

suffer 25 percent crew casualties and have expected equipment damage of

This curve is described in Ref. 2.
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50 percent, then the artillery pieces within the square fire at 40
,

percent of the rate specified in their battle plan. A similar com-

putation is made for machine guns and mortar pieces in each 100-ft

square. Further degradation can result from suppression of weapon,

crews due to incoming explosive ordnance, as explained below.

SUPPRESSION DUE TO EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE

Another significant secondary effect, in addition to performance

degradation resulting from casualties and equipment losses, is the

suppression of troop activity caused by noise and concussion. That is,

a near miss or the explosion of several rounds very close at hand is

likeiy to roops to take cover or move quickly out of the impact,

area, mo b abaidoning thei*r missions.

Th position that riflemen and weapon crewmen occupy in

-actual combat--e.g., lying prone, standing in open foxholes, crouching

in open foxholes, .fighting from covered foxholes or bunkers--undoubtedly

influences their reactions to incoming rounds or air strikes. Troops-

in the open might instantly seek cover from file that' iould not be re-

garded as threatening by men in foxholes or gun pits.

In FAST-VAL simulations, the user decides which postures would be

most appropriate to-the action being simulated and may then'assign two

postures for riflemen and two for support personnel and weapon crews.

The two sets of postures need not be the same.

From Fig. 5, 25 percent cumulative battery casualties corresponds
to 80 percent effectiveness. Fifty percent of the artillery pieces are
undamaged, and therefore 0.80 x 0.50 = 40 percent of the artillery pieces
are effective. Two-fifths of the artillery pieces firing at battle-plan
rate produce the same rate of fire as do all pieces firing at two-fifths
the battle-plan rate. The careful reader will detect a subtlety over-
looked by this FAST-VAL procedure. Battalion rates of fire are almost
always limited by "available supply rates" of ammunition, which are gen-
erally lower than the theoretical sustained rates of fire. Therefore,
it might be feasible for a unit to sustain casualties and at the same
time to maintain a batt4e-plan rate of fire without degradation until
the casualties lower the theoretical rate below the battle-plan rate.
After this'crossover point, the degraded~theoretical rate would apply.
A change i the FAST-VAL II model to modify this procedure is being
considered.
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The decision of whether to seek cover or continue the assigned

mission is based on involuntary and instantaneous evaluation of the

probability of survival. We have concluded, on the basis of the ex-

perience and judgment of military consultants, that weapon fire ade-

quate to inflict approximately 1 percent casualties per min on troops

* in their upper posture will cause those troops to adopt their lower,

less vulnerable posture. The casualty rate that causes troops to take

their lower posture'Is an input variable, and values other than 1 per-

cent may. be used in FAST-VAL simulations.

Obviously, considerably more firepower is required to suppress

troops in covered foxholes than for troops tha? are prone and in the

open. We have assumed-that a suppressed rifleman fires his weapon at

30 percent of his normal rate; a suppressed artillery, mortar, or

machine-gun crew fires at 10 percent of its normal rate. However, the

degradation of the weapon firing rate due to suppression is an input

parameter, and values other than 30 percent for riflemen or 10 percent

for support personnel may be used in FAST-VAL simulations.

In FAST-VAL, since riflemen and support crews are treated separately,

it is possible for one type of troop to be suppressed while the other is

still fully effective; of course, both may be in the same state.

That is, 1 casualty per min per 100 men within a 100-ft square.
Casualties due to small-arms fire are not considered in FAST-VAL simu-
lations to determine whether troops are suppressed.

In the example given earlier, an artillery-battery crew that
has sustained 25 percent casualties and has an expected equipment-
damage level of 50 percent would fire its weapons at 40 percent of its
normal rate if it were not suppressed. If suppressed, the crew would
fire at only 4 percent of its battle-plan rate (40,Tercent multiplied by
10 percent).
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IV. SECONDARY EFFECTS OF CASUALTIES AND SUPPRESSION
ON GROUND-UNIT MOBILITY

MOVEMENT RATES

The rate of movement of a ground unit not in contact with an

enemy is determined primarily by the unit's physical and tectical

environment. Physical environment is described, for the most part,

by thc class of terrain and roads to be traveled and by visibility.

The tactical environment is characterized by the estimated distance

from enemy forces, i.e., contact is remote, probable, or imminent.

The influence of the tactical evironment on unit disposition is

described in Ref. 3 as follows:

The formation adopted by the company is based on the
imminence of Lhe enemy. When enemy contact is remote,
troops are disposed in the column to facilitate ease of
control, rapidity of movement, and administrative consid-
erations. Adequate dispersion is maintained to provide
protection from air attack and long range artillery fires.
As enemy ground contact becomes more probable, elements
are grouped tactically in the column to facilitate prompt
adoption of combat formation. The tactical grouping is
babed on the probable future employment of the company.
When contact is imminent, troops are deployed in antici-
pation of enemy ground action.

At ranges of 5000 yd and more, contact between opposing forces is
S

sufficiently remote that the physical rather than the tactical environ-

ment tends to be considered dominant by an advancing unit. With little

fear of enemy contact, the company would assume a disposition designed

for ease of control and rapid movement. Contact becomes probable when

forces are separated by less than 5000 yd. Then an advancing unit would

be induced to trade some speed of advance for additional security.

Quite probably, it would alter its formation to provide suitable secur-

ity forces in the front and flanks. The chance of contact changes from

probable to imminent when armored and mechanized forces come .within ef-

fective range of enemy antitank weapons, about 1000 yd. The. probability

of contact changes from probable to Imminent for infantrymen when they

reach the effective range of enemy rifle fire--that is, 500 yd or less.

In tropical zones, derse ground cov(r, may conceal suitable targets from
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riflemen who are more than 100 yd distant. Target detection is easier

in temperate zones, where rifles may be fired effectively at 500 yd.

To cope with threats posed by imminent enemy contact, an advanc-

ing unit divides into small groups and seeks routes concealed to the

enemy. These actions decrease its speed; we assume here that an ad-

vancing unit's speed is decreased by 40 percent when enemy contact

becomes imminent.

Movement rates of combat units under various conditions are given

in Tables 1, 2, and 3. These rates are based on data from Refs. 3 and

4, adjusted to fit the situations specified.

Table 1

MOVEMENT RATES OF ARMOR AND MECHANIZED UNITS
IN THE TEMPERATE ZONEa
(Dayligbt A'-isebilicy)

' Condition of [ Rate of Movement
Road or Terrain mph L yd/min i ft/min

Range from Enemy - 1000 - 5000 yd

Good road . 20 600 1800
Fair road 15 450 1350
Poor road 10 300 900
Open terrain 12 350 . 1050
Medium terrain 10 300 900.
Poor terrain 5 150 450

Range from Enemy - < 1000 yd

Open terrain 1 200 600
Medium terrain 6 180 540
Poor terrain 3 90 270

acorresponding data for other climatic zones
were not available to the authors at the time of
publication.

or



Table 2

MOVEMENT RATES OFNRISMOUNTED TROOPS
IN THE ItE"ATE ZONE
(Daylight visib:.lity) )

Condition: of Rate of vement
Road-or Terrain .mph yd/mi ft/mn"

Range from Enemy - 1000 - 5000 ydP

Good rbad 2.5 75 230
Open terrain• 2.0 60' 180 ..

Medium terrain 1.5 45 135 *

Poor terrain, 1.0 30 90

"Range from Enemy - < 1000 yd

Open terrain 1.2 35 105
Medium terrain 0.9 26 78
Poor terrain 0.6 18 54 -I

Table 3 -

MOVEMENT RATES OF DISMOUNTED TROOPS
THROUGH tROPICAL (OUND COVER(Daylight visibility)

Condition of Rate of Movement
Road or Terrain pn______________ _____r jmjh jI 7Jjjdj/7fi

Range from Enemy 1000 - 5000 yd

Open terrain 0.34 10 . 30
Medium terrain 0.24 7 21
Poor terrain 0.14 4 12

Range from Enemy - < 1000 yd

Open terrain 0.20 6 18
Medium terrain 0.14 4 12
Moor terrain .O.17-0.10 2.-3 6-9

, -

e '
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THE EFFECT OF CASUALTIES ON UNIT MOBILITY '"

Conceptually, mountLig casualties will cause a progressive erosion

of an attacking unit's speed of advance. The rate of movement wanes

and the unit's advance slows until cumulative casualties reach the stall

or break level (presuming that the unit presses its attack and that its

advance is not altered by contravening orders).

£,. As-discussed in-N8ction III, we have assumed that the stall level
of an attacking infantry company occurs at 23 percent cumulative casu-

alties. At the starte'of an attack, the attacking unit's movement would

proceed at battle-plan rate and would subsequently be degraded, we sug-

gest, as shown in Fig. 6. The shape of the curve, determined judgment-

'ally, reflects the concept that the movement rat-direases more rapidly
as cumulative company easualtiPs--o-'iease, until the stall level is

reached, at which tiqw-i•Tadvance stops completely;.

A furtha~ssumption in FAST-VAL-simulations is that casualties

.40o tfot degrade an att-" s-speed -dnce the unit reaches the final

coordination iv, which is generally about 100 yd from the objective

in temiperate zones and much closer Inareas with tropical ground cover.

Figure 6, used in conjunction with appropriate movement rates from

Tables 2 and 3, gives the expected speed of an attacking infantry company

with allowance for cumulative casualties.

THE EFFECT OF SUPPRESSION ft UNIT MOBILITY

In the absenc• of relevant combat data, our tentative premise is

that casualties degradd movement at- tT-M e, that suppression

does. In addition, FAST-VAL simulations have.assum that exploslve

ordnance is not delivered and tha4 suppression does n t occur after'.

the attacking force has croised the final coordination line.

"Some researchers and tacticians feel that once the advancing I,
i'nfantry comes within range of small-arms fire,'only rhe accuracy and

Sintds•ty of that fire WJi have an effect OtA the attacker's speed of
advance. That is, a efender may halt or slow in attacker vith a suf-

* • • fickent* margin of fire superiority even thou~h'.he is not-inflicting -,

a large number of casualt-Vs. / .
"•"t, ) .1. V - ..... -
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For example, consider an attacking company in P temperate zone

in open terrain, 1000 ya from its objective and not yet at the final

coordination line. The company has sustained 20 percent cumulative

casualties, and 40 percent of Itq riflemen and machine-gun crews are

suppressed (i.e., if in the upper posture, 40 percent of the men would

have a casualty rate greater than 1 per 100 men per min, during the

specified time interval). Then the company's rate of movement is

60 x 0.51 x 0.51 -15.6 yd/min,

where the initiol movement rate of 60 yd!miri is taken from Table 2;

"0.51 is the percent reduction in movement rate due to casualties at

20 percent c4sualtiei, 'from Fig. 6; and 0.51 is, the percent reduction

in movement rate due to suppression, also from Fig. 6 (40 percent x

0.5 - 20 percent).

THE EFFECT OF LOSS OF COMBAT VEHICLES ON UNIT MOBILITY

The diitance of a company from its objective is, in a FAST-VAL

simulation, ýhe distance from the attacking company's center of mass
/

to the objective's center of mass. Prior to reaching the line of de-

parture, the company may be mounted on armored personnel'carriers (APCs)

or--other vehicles. A mounted attacking company will be assumed to inove

at the APCs' maximum rate of advance during the unengaged phase. As

combat vehicles are lost, prior to the company's reaching the line of

departure, the rate at which the company advances decreases. Our es-

timate of the relationsnip between vehicle losses and unit movement

rates is shown in Fig. 7, which is based on the discussion in Ref. 2.

All troops are assumed to dismount when the attacking company's

center of iass crosses the line of departure. (The basic movement

rates for dismounted troops are given in Tables 2 and 3.)

[j~ -
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V. FAST-VAL GUIDELINES FOR EVAdATNC, HAND-TO-IANDCOMiBAT

When two forces intermingle i and-to-hand combat, thc side that

can bring the most effective manpower to "! should win. Here, ef-

fective manpower may be regarded as the number of troops mul•iplied by

their relative efficiency. In the assault of a defense pooitlon, 'an

attacker capable of reaching hi. objective is believed to have a psy-

chological advantage that might enhance the strength of a soldier by

about 25 percent. 'hat is, the nttoAe_:'s efficiency, on a man-to-man

basis, relative to the defender would be 1.25.

It is presumed that the attacker would be half as effective in hand-

to-hand fighting, where weapons fire would be replaced largely by bayonets

and rifle butts, as ha would be in the iully engaged phase. Thus we

propose, for 4ST-VAL purposes, that each attacking hifleman be assumed

to have the capability to fire his weapon in hand-tQ.-hand fighting at

K one-half the rate he had in the fully engaged phase, but with the same

"lethiality." As noted above, the rate of fire of an attacking rifleman

is taken to~be 125 percent of that of a defending rifleman. The fires

of both sides are presumed to have equal "lethality."

It is assumed that there is no suppression cf either side during

this terminal phase. If the attacker does not break before the defender

does, he will A otherwise, the attacker loses.

S* 1
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Appendix

COMPUTATION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF A COMPANY'S SURVIVING
RIFLEMEN THAT ARE COMMITTED AND EFFECTIVE

INTRODUCTION

For FAST-VAL input we require the fraction surviving riflemen,

that are committed and effective, expressed as a funcŽ7of the-c-om-

pany's casualties. The two fundamental considerations lead the_

desired input are (1) the fraction of the surviving riflemen that are

ineffective, as a function of company casualties, and (2) the policy

or manner in which troops are committed to battle.
*

Let

S 1 normalized number of initial riflemen in the company

B E fraction of ibitial riflemen that are reserves at

the start of a fire fight

F(J) fraction of.initial company personnel,- hat are cas-_
thualties at the j casualty level, j = 0,1l, 2,

N, with F(O) - 0

C(T,S) fraction of initial riflemen that are casualties at
th **"

the j casualty level, with C(T,O) = 0

m(T,J) E fraction of initial riflemen that are committed and

firing their rifles, i.e., effective riflemen, at
th

the j casualty level, with ru(T,O) = 1 - B

s(T,J) = fraction of initial riflemen that are surviving,
th

i.e., not casualties, at the j casualty level,

with s(T,O) = 1

*

In this appendix we are using the symbol £ to mean "equals, by
definition" and notation that has been constructed for use with the
Rand JOSS time-shared computer. Notation of variable names is limited
to one letter of the alphabet, upper or lower case, with subscripts
permitted within accompanying parentheses.

The subscript T denotes total riflemen. Later in this appendix
the subscript E will denote riflemen originally committed, and the
subscript b will denote riflemen originally in reserve. Thus it will
follow that C(T,j) C(E,j) + C(b,j), and so forth, for other sýmilar
variables.

A
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g (j fracionof survivinc' i E~lemen that are Ineffective

at the J I casualty luvel

As indicated by the solid curves of Figs. 2 and 4 (pp, 12 and 16, for

attacking and defending infantry companies, F(J) and &(J) are function-

ally related. We as~sume that the company's casualties are uniformly

distributed among all personnel, including reserves. Therefore,j

C(T,J) - j)

and
F(j) + s(T,J) a1

The required input to FAST-VAL, the fraction of surviving riflemen.

that are committed and effective as a function of company casualties,

is given by

m(T,J) -m(T,I)()

s(T,J) 1 - FQj)

ro compute m(T,J), the fraction of initial riflemen that are comnnitted
th

and effective at the j casualty level, we will consider that the

company rifienien are composed of two groups.: (1) those oviginally

committed and (7) those originally in reserve. -f

e riflemen originally committed will be in one of three states

at the j t casualty level, and the fraction of initial riflemen in

each state is given by

1. M(E,J) committed and effective, with m(E,O) 1 - B

2. C(E,J) casualties, with C(E,O) -0

3. i(E,J) Eineffective, with i(E,0) -0

The riflemen that were originally in reserve will be in one of
th J

four states at the ~ hcasualty level, and the fraction of initial

riflemen in each state is given by

1. m(b,J) committed and effective

2. W(b,J) uncommitted (i.e., still in reserve but not inef-

fective~po. casualties), with W(b,0) B
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3. i.(b,J) ineffective, with .(b,O) - 0

4. C(b,j) casualties, with C(b,0) * 0

The above seven states are mutually exclusive and exhaustive with re-

gard to the initial riflemen in tke company. Thus, for e,-ery casualty

level

m(E,J) + C(E,J) + k(E,) J' I - B,

nr(b,j) + C(b,j) + i(b,j) + W(b,j) - B,

and the sum of the fractional parts of initial riflemen in all seven

states equals 1, the normalized numb4r of initial company riflemen.

The fractional parts of initial riflemen in each of the seven states

are illustrated below. The area of the outer square - I normalized

number of initial riflcmen in an infantry company.

1 B C(E,J) m(E,J) i(b,j) )
(originally (casualties) (effective) (ineffec-
committed) tive)

B m(b,j)
(originally C(b,j) (effective) i(b,j)
(oriial (casualties) (ineffec-
reserves) tive)

W(b,j)
(uncommitted)
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At any casualty level J,

m(T,J) - m(E,J) + m(b,j), (2)

with

m(T,O) - (1 - B),

where m(E,J), the fraction of initial riflemen that are committed and

effective among those originally committed, is given by

m(E,J) - [1 - B] .[1 - F(j)] [1 - g(j)]

-[not originally reserves] [not casualties]

[not ineffective], (3)

with

m(E,O) w( - B);

and m(b,j), the fraction of initial riflemen that are committed and

effective among those originally reserves, is given by

m(b,j) - m(b,j-1) + I(J.O,J) - I(l,j) - I(3,J)

- [effective riflemen at (Q-1) that originally

were reservesJ

+ [reserves committed at oe before j but after

(j-l)]

- [committed ieserves Vthat have become casualties

at or before f but after (J-l))

- [committed reserves that have become ineffective

at or before j but after (J-l)], (4)

with

m(b ,O) 0.
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The remainder of this appendix provides details of computing

I(10,j), I(lj), and I(3,J) and explains how their computation is

affected by (1) the fraction of iturviving riflemen that are ineffec-

tive, g(j), and (2) the pol.icy or manner in which troops are committed. \

COMMITTED RESERVES

The commitment policy determniales how and wheni riflemen originally

in reserve are to be conuuitted to combat, as a function of company

casualties. We shall give several examples of commitment policies

later, incltuding commitment of reser',es by platoon, by tire team, etc.,

that may be used by ar) infantry company to ac'zomplish its mission.

Let Y(b,j) -he cumulat~ve commitment of riflemen, consistent

with the commitment policy, beginning with' the

start of the fir& fight, that is requited to re-

place committed riflemen that have becom2 casualties

or ineffectives up to and including the j casualty

lavel, wich

Y (bO). 0.

" th'
Thus Y(b,j) is a function of the commitment policy and of the j

casualty level. Since cumulativw commitments cauiot exceed the orig-

inal number of riflemen reserves,

0 _ Y(b,j) c B.

Later, we shall show how Y(b,j) is determined for each of the examples

of commitment policies.

In Eq. (4), the number of reserves committed at or before the j

casualty level but after the (j I)st casua'ty level, 1(10,J), 'is given

by

I(l0,j) _ Y(b,j) - Y(b,j -1), (?)

with

1(10,0) 0.

ii
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There will be a critical casualty level, k, at which the requirement

for committed riflemen, Y(b,k) - Y(b,k-l), will become greater than

or equal to the number of available uncouimitted reserve riflemen. At

the critical casualty level, k, the number of riflemen c6mmitted is

equal to the number of available uncommitted riflemen. Subsequent to

the critical casua!ty level, k, all reaerve riflemen will have been

committed. Therefore,

I(lO,j) 0 for j > k. 1

Thus in Eq. (5) strict equality holds for j < k but not thereafter.

Committed Reserves That Have Become Casualties

The fraction of the initial company that are casualties at the
Lbj casualty level', F(J), is the key factor in determining riflemen

that are casualties. Based on the assumption that. casualties are

uniformly distributad among all riflemen inclueing reserves, we have

seen that the fraction of initial riflementhat are casualties at the

jth casualty level, C(T,J), is given b•

C(T,J) - F(J).

It also follows from this assumption thqt

C(EJ)'- [I - B] F(J)

[not in reserves] [company casualties]

riflemen that were originally committed that

are casual.ties at the j casualty level,

and

C(bj) = (B) F(j)

= [reserves] zompany casualties]

riflemen that were originally rtlerves that
rth k e

are casualties at 'the j casualty" level.
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The fraction of initial riflemen that are originally reservepw

and become casualties between casualty level (1-1) and J, I(8,J), is

computed by

'i(8,J) - C(b,-J) - ,J-l),

with

* •1(8,0) 0. •

Theae casualties, 1L(3,J), are proportioned among two subgroups:

!. m(b,j-l), effective riflemen, i.e., riflemen that originally

were reserves and had been committed and were firing their

rifles at casualty level (J-l)

2. W(b,j-l), uncommitted'riflemen at casualty level (J-l) (see

p. 39 for a further discussion of W(b,j-l))

Correspondingly, the ratios or factors of proportionality for each

group are given by

r(3,J) - m(b,j-1)/(m(b,j-l) + W(b,J-1)),

with

rp(3,o) 0,

and

r(4,J) - W(b,j-l)/(m(bj-l) + W(b,j-l).),

with

r(4,0) 1.

Then the number of casualtiea among the committed reserves that become

casualties between casualty level (J-l) and J, l(l,j) is compted by

I(l,j) - r(3,J) * I(8,j)

- [m(b,j-l)/(m(bj-l) + W(b,j-l))].[C(b,j) - C(b,1-l)].

Ad
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Committei Reserves That Have Become Ineffective

The ineffective riflemen are also considered in two grotups: (1)

those originatly committed and (2) those originally in reserve.

Let

i(T,J) surviving riflemen that are ineffective

at casualty level I

i(EJ) surviving ineffective riflemen among

those originally committed, (1.- B)

i(b,j) surviving ineffe'ctive riflemen among

those originally in reserve, B

Then

i(T,J) - g(j) • (1 -- F(j))

- [fraction of sur-viving riflemen that are

ineffective] •sirviving riflemen]

- i(E,J) I (b,j).

We assume that the Ineffecti s are proportioned in terms of the ratio

of riflemen that were original eserlre,4 , 5o that

i(E,J) = (1- B) i(T,J)

= (1 - () [g(j) (1 - F(j),j

and

i(b,j) - B i(T,J)

- B (g(j) (1 -

Among the riflemen that were originally in reserve, the ineffectives

are proportioned between committed and uncommitted survivors, as were

the casualties. Between casualty level (J-l) and j, the increase in

ineffectives among riflemen that were originally in reserve, I( 9 ,j),

is computed by

I(9,J) - i6b,J) - i(b,J-1),
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with

1(9,0) 0,

and the ineffec-tives among the committed reserves in the casualty

interval (J-1) to J, l(3,J), is given by

I(3,J) - I(9,j) • r(3,J),

1(3,J) - [i(b,J)- i(b,J-J)] •[m(b,j-l)/(m(b,j-l)

+ W(b,j-l))], (6)

with

1(3,0) 0.

UNCOMMITTED RiPSFRVES .,

Finally, a computation must be made of those riflemen that were

originally in-teserve that have not become casualties or ineffective

and have not been committed by the Jth casualty level, W(b,j). These

riflemen compose the remaining strength among the riflemen that orig-

inally were in reserve.

Thus

W(bj) uncommitted riflemen at casualty level j

-W(b,j-!) -,T(4,J) - 1(2,J) - 1(lO,j)

[uncommitted riflemen at (J-l)]

- [casualties among uncommitted riflemen between

(J-i) and J]

- [ineffectives among uncommi.tted riflemen between

(J-l) and J]

- jO-estrves con-J:.tLOA between (J-l) and J],

with

W(b,O) B.
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The computation of l(10,j) has been discussed earlier (see p. 35).

Therefore, we will explain only the computation of I(4,J) and I(2,j).

it a manner similar to that used to compute casualties among

committed reserves (see p. 37), 1(8,J), the casualties among reserves

between casualty level (J-l) and j are proportioned to uncommitted

reserves as follows:

I(4,J) r(4,J) T(8,J)

[W(b,j-l)/(m(b,j-l).+ W(b,J-l))] [C(b,j) - C(b,J-l)I,

with t

1(4,0) =0 . •

Similiarly, for ineffectives (see p. 39), I(9,J), the increase between

casualty level (J-l) and j of ineffectives among riflemen that o-ig-

inally were in reserve is proportioned to uncommitted riflemen as

1(2,j) = r,4,J) • I(9,-)

= [W(b,j-l)/(m(b,j-l) + W(b,j-l))] [i(b•j) - i(b,J-l).

with

1(2,0) = 0.

KEY FORMULAS TO BE EVALUATED AT THE jt CASUALTY LEVEL

Table A-1 presents a summary of the key formulas to be evaluated

at the j th casualty level that have been discussed thus far.

ATTACKING-COMPANY COMMITMENa' POLICIES

A wide variety of commitment policies have been used in actual

fire fights, ranging from committing an entire company initially to

committing one platoon and holding two in reserve. Since the tech-

nique of initially committing two platoons and holding one in reserve

is frequently used, several variations of this technique are ills-

trated: re',^ves committed by fire team, reserves committed to main-

n cons' •'"effective firing strength, reserves committed by platoon
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Table A-i

KEY FORMULAS TO BE EVALUATED AT THE jth CASUALTY LEVELa

Personnel ______ (initial Conodtt:-a)

Originally reserves C(b.O) - 0 C(b,i) - B F(J)

OrJginally committed C(E.0) - 0 c(EX.j - (1-B) •(j)

Total rifleman C(T.0) - n C(T.J) - F(J)

Survivors

Ineffectives

Originally reserves i(b.O) - 0 i(b.j) - B • 9J) - (I-F(J))

Originally comiltted i(EO) - 0 iE.J) - (i-B) g(j) • (1-F(j))

Total rifleman i(T.0) - 0 i(TJ) - g(j) (1-F(J))

Uncommitted, originally reserves W(bO) - B W(bj) - W(b.j-l) I(4.j) - -(2.j) - I(10,j)

Effectives

Origtnally reserves m(bO) - 0 m(b.j) - m(b,j-l) - l(3,j) - 1(1.J) + 1(l0,j)

Originally commstted m(E*0) - (1-3) m(E.J) - (I-B) . (1-F(j)) •l-g(j))

iotal riflemen m(T,O) - (1-B) m(T,J) - *(bj) + n(EJ)

b
Incremental casualties, originally reserves

From committed (effectivoe) 1(1,0) - 0 I(l.J) - [m(bj-l)/4a(bj-l) + W(b.J-l))] J l(8". 1

From uncommitted 1(2,0 - 0 I(2,j) - [W(bj-l)/(m(b,j-l) + W(bj-l)).] I(8,J)

Total 1(0.0) - 0 I(.,J) - C(b.j) - C(b.j-l)

Incrementalb inaffectives, originally reserves

From committed (offectives) 1(3.0) - 0 l(3.J) - im(b.j-l)i(.j-l) + W(bj-l))] • 1(9,J)

From uncommitted 1(4.0) - 0 I(4,j) - (V(bj-1)/(m(b.j-1) + W(b,J-1))f 1(9,J)

Total 1(9.0) - 0 I(9,J) - i(b.j) - i(bj-l)

Comitments 1(10M0) - 0 (100,) s Y(b,j) - Y(b,j-1)

Fraction of survivors that are
Ineffective i(T,0)/('-F(O)) - 0 i(T.j)/(1-F(J))

Uncommitted W(T.O)/(l-F(O)) - B W(T,J)/(I-F(jl)

Effective m(T,O)/(I-F(O)) - 1 B u(Tg)I-F(j))

"-(j) - fraction of the initial company that are casualties.

g(j) - fraction of surviving riflemen that are ineffective.
Y(b,j) - total cumulative commitment requirement since the start cf the fire fight as determined by F(J) and the

commitmet policy.
B - fraction of initial riflemen that orlignall' were reserves.

bIn the cmsuIlty interval at or before J but after (J-l).

A
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as a unit,-and reserves committed arbitrarily. The illustrations

considered below are for attacking-infantry commitment policies. I

Defending-infantry commitment policies will be discu "~d later.

No Reserves Committed

First, in an examination of reserves, the number of riflemen that
thare effective at the j casualty level, m(T,J), must be determined.

We set

B = fration originally reserves - 0

Y(bj) fefmulative commitment requirement v 0 for j • 0

For this il/ utration we consider that no reserves are committed. The

values of (J), in percentages, are given in Table A-2, first column,

with F(Oj - 0. The other inputs required to compute m(T,J) are the

values of g(j), the fraction of surviving riflemen that are ineffec-

tive, which may be read from the curve of Fig. A-1. Using these in-

puts and the formulas, we obtain the results shown in Table A-2. The

percent of initial riflemen that are committed and effective is given

in the fourth column, 100 • m(T,J), and the percentage of survivin-,

riflemen that are committed and effective, 100 * m(T,J)/(l - F(J)),

is given in tie seventh column for each casualty level j > 1. The

values in other columns are self-explanatory.

.Reserves Committed by Fire Team

Next, we considei that reserves of an attacking infantry company

are coi•:nitted by fire team. It is assumed that a company consists of

three platoons, two of which are committed initially, and one held in

reserve. Each platoon is assumed to consist of three squads having

two fire teams each. The first fire team includes three riflemen,

while the second fire team includes five riflemen. With nine squads

Ver compdny, the first team has 3/72 (3/8 - 1.9) and the second has

5/72 of the company's riflemen.

The coimnitment policy is.

1. Cortmit no reserves until the company has received 5 peccent

casualties

3 .
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Table A-2

PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS OF AN ATTACKING INFANTRY COMPANY
THAT ARE COMMITTED AND EFFECTIVE: ALL TROOPS

INITIALLY COMMITTED

PERCENTAGE OF INITIAL COMPANY PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS
Casual- Inef- Effective Inef- Effective
ties fective Uncom- Commit- fective Uncom- Commit-

mitted ted mitted ted
4.99 .79 .00 94.22 .83 .00 99.17 1
5.00 .79 .00 94.21 .83 .00 99.17 2
5.36 .84 .00 93.80 .89 .00 99.11 3
5.39 .85 .00 93.76 .90 .00 99.10 4
8.00 3.31. .00 88,69 3.60 .00 96.40 5

10.50 5.41 .00 84.09 6.05 .00 93.95 6
10.52 5.44 .00 84.04 6.08 .00 93.92 7
12.00 7.04 .00 80.96 8.00 .00 92.00 8
12.96 8.18 .00 78.86 9.40 .00 90.60 9
12.98 8.44 .00 78.58 9.70 .00 90.30 10
14,00 9.46 .00 76.54 11.00 .00 89.00 11
16.25 12.6 100 70,89 15.36 .00 84.64 12
16.27 13.13 .00 70.60 15.68 .00 84.32 13
17.77 15.98 .00 66.25 19.43 .00 80,57 14
17,80 16.03 .00, 66.17 19.50 .00 80.50 15
18.45 17.46 , .00 64.09 ' 21.41 .00 78.59 16
20.00 20.80 .00 59,20 26.00 .00 74.00 17
22.00 26.13 .00 51.87 33.50 .00 66.50 18
22.90 29.30 .00 47.80 38.00 .00 62.00 19
24.00 32.83 .00 43.17 43.20 .00 56.80 20
26.00 41.88 .00 32.12 56.60 .00 43.40 21
27.00 47.45 .00 25.55 65.00 .00 35.00 22
28.00 54.00 .00 18.00 75.00 .00 25.00 23
29.00 60,00 .00 11,01 84.50 .00 15.50 24
30.00 70.00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 25

/A
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2. Replace by fire team the effective riflemen that have become

casualties or ineffectives

Thus the cumulative comitment requirement, Y(b,j), is

0 if F(J) < c or u(j) < 3/72

3/72 if F(J) z c and ý/72 S u(iJ) < 8/72

8/72 if F(J) • c and 8/72 - u(j) < 11./72

Y(b,j) - 11/72 if F(J) Z c and 11/72 • u(j) < 16/72

16/72 if F(J) • c and 16/72 S u(j) < 19/72

19/72 if F(j) Z c and 19/72 : u(J) < 24/72

24/72 if F(j) z c and 24/72 - u(j)

where

c - 0.05

B - 1/3

u(j) - effective riflemen that have become casualties or

ineffective b casualty level J.

Now

u(j) " u(J-l) + [C(T,J) - C(T,J-l) - I(2,j)]

+ [i(T,J) - i(T,J-l) - I(4,j)]

[effective riflemen that become casualties or

ineffectives by (J-l)]

"+ [effective riflemen that become casualties

in period (J-l) to J]

"+ [effective riflemen that become ineffectives

in period (j -l) to j].

Table A-3 shows the results of the computation using 6he input

F(J) shown in the first column, with F(O) - 0; g(j) taken from Fig.

A-1; and the formulas developed earlier. The casualty levels, F(J),

have been selected to be representative of all casualty levels and to

represent the casualty level just before and just after a team commit-

ment is made. It is noted that within this commitment policy only four

'.9



Table A-3

PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS OF AN ATTACKING INFANTRY COMPANY
THAT ARE COMMITTED AND EFFECTIVE: RESERVES COMMITTED

BY FIRE TEAM

PERCENTAGE OF INITIAL COMPANY PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS
Casual- Inef- Effective Inef-, Effective
ties fective Uncom- Commit- fective Uncom- Commit-

mitted ked mitted ted
4.99 .79 31.09 63.13 .83 32.7*3 66.44 1
5.00 .79 31.09 63.12 .83 32.73 66.44 2
5.36 .84 30.95 62.84 .89 32.71 66.40 3
5.39 .85 26.77 66.99 .90 28.30 70.80 .4
8.00 3.31 25.33 63.36 3.60 27.53 68.87 5

10.50 5.41 24.01 60.07 6.05 26.83 67.12 6
10.52 5,44 17.05 66.99 6.08 19.06 74.86 7
12.00 7.04 16.43 64.53 8.00 18.67 73.33 8
12.96 8.18 16.00 62.86 9.40 18.39 72.21 9
12.98 8.44 11.78 66.80 9.70 13.54 76.76 10
14,.00 9.46 1I1.47 65.07 11.00 13.34 75.66 ,11
1E.26 S 12.86 10.63 60.26 ' 15.36. 12.69 71.95 12
16.27 1343 3.64 66.96 1.5.68 4.35 79.97 13
17.77 15,98 3.41 62.8W 19.43 4.15 76.42 14 4
17.80 16.03 .00 66.17 19.50 .00 80.,0 15

1.8.45 17.46 .00 64.09 21,41 .00 78.59 16
20.00 20.80 4 .00 596.20 26.00 100 74.00 17
22.00 26.13 .00 51.87 33.50 .00 66.50 18
22.90 29.30 .00 47.80 38.00 ,00 62.00 19
24.00 32.83 .00 43.17 43.20 .00 56.80 20
26.00 41.88 .00 32.12 56.60 .00 43.40 21
27.00 47.45 .09 25.55 65.00 .00 35.00 22
28.00 54.00 .00 18.00 75.00 .00 25.00 23
29.00 60.00 .00 ,11.01 84,50 .00 15.50 24
30.00 70.00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 25

9 -
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full teams are committed plus a final. partial ,team that is committed

when the company casualty level reaches 17.8 percent.ý, At higher"cas-

ualty levels, the numbers of committed and. effective riflemen decrease .

"in the same manner as though the entire company were committed initially.

The percentage of initial riflemen that are committed and effective, /

i.e., the company effectiveness, that results for this poaIcy is shown

as the solid curve in Fig. A-2 and is plotted from the v lues in the

fourth column of Table A-3. A similar curve (the da d line) is plotted

for the case where the entire company is committed initially (no re-

serves); this curve ip plotted from the values Iirtbe fourth column of"

Table A-2. The third curve in Fis. A-2 is discussed below.

Reserves Committed Continuously a U' ,

The average effective strength when the coammitment is by fire

team is.0.6 4 (see Fig. A-2). To simplify the inplt to FAST-VA6, a

continuous replacement of riflemen was investigated} as an approxima-

tion to the fire-team commitment. The assum ptions e ,

1. Reserves constitute one platoon (B - 1/3)

2. No reserves are con~nitred until the company has re,.1•ved

5 percent casualties (c -- 0.05)

3; Effective riflemen casualties, and ineffectives will be r"-..

placed to maintain effective yiflemen at 3.64

Thus

Y(b,j -) (~)+CEj 0.03 if F(4) c, or

.,I ... I-oo

Min IB, Y(b,j-1)-+ iC(T,j) - C T,j-l) -I(2,j)]

The first condition on Y(b,j) permits'no eserves to be committed

until casualty level, c (i.e., 5 percent) is're hed.

'The second condition on Y(b,j) permits res rves to be committed

at casualty level c (i.e., 5 percent) and to b ing the effective rifle-

men to_.D.044 at that time.

__ _ _ __- - --,?
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At F(J) c,

Commitment requirement [commit~ted riflemen that

have become ineffective]!

. + [committed riflemen that

have become casualties]i

- 0.03,

where

0.03 - [initrial fraction effective (0.67)]

- [des!Ld fraction effective (0.64)].

The third condition pewits the cumulative requirement Y(b,j) to

increase to its maximum, B, but'does not permit Y(b,j) to exceed the

number of riflemen that were initially reserves, B.

Table A-4 'ho4 the results of this commitment policy using the

same values of F(j) and g(j) as in the earlier examples. The company

effectiveness that results from this conmmitment policy is shown by the

dotted curve of Fig. A-2, plYotted from the values .in the fourth col-

umn of Table A-'4.

The sum of fractional parts of initia.l riflemen in all possible
tb

states equals 1. Thus, for the j casualty level,

m(T,J) + W(b,j) + i(T,J) - 1 - C(T,J) = I -F(J),

and

m(TJ) - - W(b,j) + i(TJ)
l-F(j) 1 - F(J)

This indicates that the fraction of surviving riflemen that are com-

mitted and effective is 'complementary to the fraction of survivin,

riflemen that are uncommitted or ineffective, and that given one

fracýional part, the other is readily computed as its complement.

,AI-b, the sum of columns five and six of each of the tables equals,

the percentage of .survlving Piflemen that are ineffective or uncom-

mitted. Figure A-3 shows the relationship between the percentage

//



Tab l e A-'4

PERCENTACE 01' :URVIVORS OF AN ATTACKING INFANTRY COMPANY
THAT ARE COM4ITTED At) EFFECTIVE: RESERVES COMMITlI'ED

CONTI NUOUSLY

PERCENTAGE OF INITIAL COMPANY PERCENJTAGE, CF SURVIVORS
Casual- Inef- Effective Inef- Effective

t ties fective Uncom- Conmmit- fective Uncom- Coinnit-
mitted ted mitted ted

4.99 .79 31.09 63.13 .83 32.73 6b.4 1
S.00 .79 30.21 64.00 .83 31.80 67.37
5.36 .84 29.80 64.00 .89 31.49 67.62 3
5.39 .85 29.76 64.00 .90 31.46 67.65 4
8.00 3.31 24.69 64,00 3.60 26.83 69.57 5

10.50 5.41 20.09 64.00 6.05 22.44 71.51 6
10.52 5.44 20.04 64.00 6.08 22.40 71.52 7
12.00 7,04 16.96 64.00 8.00 19.27 72.73 8
12.96 8.18 14.86 64.00 9.40 17.07 73.53 9
12.98 8.44 14.58 64.00 9.70 16.75 73.55 10
14-.00 9.,6 12.54 64.00 11.00 14.58 74.42 11
16.25 12.86 6.89 64.00 15.36 8.22 76.42 12
16.27 13.13 6.60 64.00 15.68 7.88 76.44 13
17.77 15.90 2.25 64.00 19.43 2.74 77.83 14
17.80 16.03 2.17 64.00 19.50 2.64 77.86 15
18.45 17.46 .09 64.00 21.,1 .11 78.48 16
20.00 20.80 .00 59.20 26.00 .00 74.00 17
22.00 26.13 .00 51.87 33.50 .00 66.50 18
22.90 29.30 .00 47.80 38.00 .00 62.00 19
24.00 32.83 .00 43.17 43.20 .00 ý156.80 20
26.00 41.88 .00 32.12 56.60 .00 43.40 21
27.00 47.45 .00 25.55 65.00 .00 35.00 22
28.00 54.00 .00 18.00 75.00 .00 25.00 23
29,00 60.00 .00 11.01 84.50 .00 15.50 24
30.00 70.00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 25
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casuai ti" ; and thci, percentage., of surviving riflemen that are inef t, c-

tive or uncommitted for an attacking infantry company whose reserves;

are committed atccordlcr~g to this policy.

Reserves Committed Iv Pllatoon

Now we will cc.nsider that two platoons are initially committed

and one is held in reserve. This commitment policy, often used, re-

quires the comriander in the field to judge the situation and commit

his reserves, the entire platoon, at the time when he feels his ob-

jective will be accomplished by this sudden increase in forces. Anal-

lytically, the commitment of reserves can occur in one of two ways:'

(1) when the unit crosses the final coordination line or (2) at a ttme

before the unit reaches the final coordination line.

The second way, which is 'developed here, requires tile user to

make the judgment of when (at what casualty level) the reserves are

to be committed. Let the decision be to commit the platoon when the

casualties reach c.

Analytically the commitment by platoon is given by,

B - 1/3,

and

0 if F(j) < c

Y(b,j) -

B if F(J) Z c.

Two cases bound the commitment policy: first, when c - 0 and all

reserves are committed immediately, and second, when c = 1/3 and re-

serves are never committed. Figure A-4 illustrates these two commit-

ment policies and includes a line indicating the number of surviving

riflemen. These survivors all become effective in a FAST-VAL simu-

lation when the unit crcsses the final coordination line, independent

of the commitment policy.

The effective number of riflemen follows the lower bound (c = 1/3)

until the reserves are committed, at which time the number of effectives
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rises to the upper bound (c = 0) at tlhe .ipecified quantity of casu-

alties, c. Figure A-5 illustrates the policy when reserves are com-

mitted at c - 0.05, and Fig. A-6 when reserves are committed at c =

0.229, with 'rables A-5 and A-6 showing the computed results for both

policies, respectivcly. Again, In both cases the same values of F(J)

and g(j) for an attacking infantry company are used in the computation;

only the commitment policy is changed.

Arbitrary Commitment Policy

It is, of course, possible to have commitment policies other than

those already outlined. The following policy was used in early FAST-

VAL simulations. It was assumed that originally two platoons were

committed and one was held in reserve. The fractional part of rifle-

men survivors that are ineffective or uncommitted increases line~rly

from 0.33 to 0.38 as company casualties increase from 0 to 10 percent.

Thereafter, the reserves are committed so that the fraction of survi-

vors that :-e ineffective or uncommitted remains at 0.38 for an attacking

infantry company until all reserves are committed. The solid curve in

Fig. A-7 illustrates this policy for an attacking infantry company; the

dashed curve represenLs a defending company.

Defending Company Commitment Policies

The commitment policy if a defeuding infantry company can follow

the same sequence that has been discus:ed for an attacking infantry

company. However, the casualty levels, F(J), and the percentage of

surviving riflemen that are ineffective, g(j), will be different. The

functional relationship between g(j) and F(J) for a defending infantry

company is given by the solid curve in Fig. 4 (p. 16). Using these

inputs, the fraction of initial riflemen that are effective (i.e.,

company effectiveness), computed as a function of company casualties,

F(j), is illustrated for three commitment policies in Fig. A-8. The

dashed curve represents the case where all troops are committed initi-

ally and is based on the data in Table A-7; the solid curve represents

the case in which reserves are committed by fire teams, based on the

data in Table A-8; and the lotted curve represents the case where
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Table A-5

PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS OF AN ATTACKING INFANTRY COMPANY
THAT ARE COMMITTED AND EFFECTIVE: RESERVE PLATOON

COMMITTED AT 5 PERCENT CASUALTY LEVEL

PERCENTAGL OF INITIAL COMPANY PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS
Casual- Inef- Effective Inef- Effective
ties fective Uncom- Commit- fective Uncom- Commit-

mutted ted mitted ted
4.99 .79 31.09 63.13 .83 32.73 66.44 1
5.00 .79 .00 94.21 .83 .00 99.17 2
5.36 .84 .00 93.80 .89 .00 99.'11 3
5.39 .85 .00 93.76 .90 .00 99.10 4
8.00 3.31 .00 88.69 3.60 .00 96.4ý0 5

.50 5.41 .00 84.09 6.05 .00 93.95 6
10 52 5.44 .00 84.04 6.08 .00 93.92 7/12.00 7.04 .00 80.96 , 8.00 .00 92.00 8

- 12.96 8.18 100 78.86 9.40 .00 90.60 9
12.98 8.44 .00 7..58 , 9.70 .00 90.30 10
14.00 9,46 100 76,;.54 11.00 .00 89.00 11
16.25 12.86 .00 70.89 15.36 .00 84,64 12
16.27 13.13 .00 70.60 15.68 .00 84.32 13
17.77 15.98 .00 66.25 19.43 .00 80.57 14
17.80 16.03 .00 66.17 19.50 .00 80.50 15
18.45 17.46 .00 64.09 21.41 .00 78.59 16
20.00 20.80 .00 59.20 26.00 .00 74,00 17
22.00 26.13 .00 51.87 33.50 .00 66.50,, 18
22.90 29.30 100 47.80 38.00 100 62.00. 19
24.00 32.83 .00 43.17 43.20 .00 56.80 20
26.00 41.88 .00 32.12 56.60 .00 43.40 .21
27,00 47.45 .00 25.55 65.00 .00 35.00 '22
28,00 54.00 .00 .18.00 75.00 .00 25.00 23
29.00 60.00 .00 11.01 84.50 .00 15.50 24
30.00 70.00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 25

,0S

N



fable A-6

PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS UF AN ATTACKING INFANTRY COMPA'i
THAT ARE COMMITTED AND EFFECTIVE: RESERVE PLATOON

COMMITTED AT 22.9 PERCENT CASUALTIES

PERCEMITAGE OF INITIAL COMPANY PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS
Casual- Inef- Effective Inef- Effective 5
ties fective Uncom- Commit- fective Uncom- Commit-

"mitted ted ritted ted
4.99 .79 31.09 63.13 .83 32.73 66.44 1
5.00 .79 31.09 63.12 .83 32.73 66.44 2
5.36 .84 30.95 62.84 .89 32.71 66.40 3
5.39 .85 30.94 62.82 .90 32.70 66.40 4
8.00 3.31 29.27 59.42 3.60 31.81 61.59 5

10.50 5.41 27.75 56.34 6.05 31.00 62.95 6
10.52 5.44 27.73 56.31 6.08 30.99 62.93 7
12.00 7.04 26.72 54.24 - 8.00 30.3.6 61.64' 8
12.96 8.18 26.02 52.84 9.40 ' 29.90 60.70 9
12.98 8.44 25.93 52.65 9.,70 29.80 60.50 10
14.00 9.46 25.26 A, 51.28 - 11.00 29.37 59.63 11
16t25 12.86 23.39 47.494 ;1 15.36 27.93 56.71 12
16.27 13.13 23.30 47.30 4L 15.68 `27.83 56.49 13
17.77 15.98 21.86 44.39 19.43 26.59 53.98 14
17.80, 16.0. 21.84 44.33 19.50 26.57 53.94 15
18.45 17.46 21.15 42.94 21.41 25.93 52.65 16
20.00 20.80 19.54 39.66 26.00 24.42 49.58 17
22.00 26.13 17.12 34.75 33.50 21.95 44.56 18
22.90 2.9.30 .00 '47.80 38960 .00 62.00 19
24.00 32.83 .00 43.17 43.20 .00 56.80 20
26.00. 41.88 .00 32.12 56.60 .00 43.40 21
27.00 47.45 .00 25.55 65.00 .00 35.00 22
28.00 54.00 .00 18.00 75.00 .00 25.00 23
29.00 60.00 .00 11.01 84.50 .00 '15.50 24
30.00 70.00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .f0 25

(
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Table A-7

PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS OF A DEFENDING INFANTRY COMPANTY
T1AT ARE COMMITTED AND EFFECTIVE: ALL TROOPS

INITIALLY COMMITTED

PERCENTAGE OF INITIAL COMPAN4Y PEPCENTAGE Or SUPVIVORS
Casual- Inef- Effective Inef- Effective
ties fective Uncom- Conmit- fective Uncom- Commit-

ndtted ted mitted ted
4.99 .25 .00 94.76 .26 .00 99.74 1
5.00 .25 .00 94.75 .26 .00 99.74 2
5,94 .27 .00 93.79 .29 .00 99,71 3
5.95 .27 .00 93.78 .29 .00 99.71 4
8.00 .32 100 91.68 .35 .00 99.65 5

12.00 .46 .00 87,54 .53 .00 99.48 6.
14.00 .53 .00 85.47 .61 .00 99.39 7
15.36 .. 57 .00 84.07 .67 100 99.33 8
15.38 .57 100 84.05 .67 .00' 99.33 9
16.00 .59 .00 83.41 .70 .00 99.30 10
18.16 2.98 .00 78,86 3.64 .00 96.36 11
18,18 3.00 .00 78.82 3.67 .00 96.33 12
20.00 5.12 .00 74.88 6.40 .00 93.60 13
21.86 7.47 .00 70.67 9.56 .00 90.44 14
21.88 7.50 .00 70.62 9.60 .00 90.40 15
23.88 9.82 .00 66.30 12.90 .00 87.10 16
23.90 9.84 .00 66,26 12.94 .00 87.07 17
24.77 11.22 .00 64.01 14.92 .00 85.08 18
28.Ob 16.49 .00 55.51 22.90 .00 77.10 19
32.00 22.10 .00 45.90 32.50 .00 67.50 20
36.00 28.54 .00 35.46 44.60 .00 55.40 21
40.00 35.28 .00 24.72 58.80 .00 41.20 22
44.00 41.44 .00 14.56 74.00 .00 .26.00 23
48.00 47.58 .00 4.42 91.50 .00 8.50 24
50.00 50,00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 25

L .
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Table A-8

PERCENTAGE OF ,;tJRVIVORS OF A DEFENDING INFANTRiY COMPANY
THAT ARE COMMITTED AND EFFECTIVE: RESERVES COMMITTED

BY FIRE TEAM

PERCENTAGE OF I14ITIAL COMPANY PERCENTAGE OF SURVIVORS
Casual- Inef- Effective Inef- Effective
ties fective Uncom- Commit- fective Uncom- Commit-

mitted ted mntted ted
4.99 .25 31.27 63.49 .26 32.91 66.83 1
5.00 .25 31.27 63.48 .26 32.91 66.82 2
5.94 .27 30.95 62.84 .29 32.90 66.81 3
5.95 .27 26.78 67.00 .29 28.47 71.24 4

8.00 .32 26.18 65.50 .35 28.46 71.19 5
12.00 .46 25.00 62.54 .53 28.41 71.07 6
14,.00 .53 24,41 61.06 .61 28.38 71.01 7
15.36 .57 24.01 60.06 .67 28.37 70.96 8
15.38 .57 17.06 66.99 .67 20.16 79.17 9
16.00 .59 16.93 66.48 .70 20.15 79.15 10!:
18.16 2.98 16.00 62.86 3.64 19.56 76.80 11i
18.18 3.00 11.83 66.99 3.67 14.46 81.87 121
20.00 5.12 11.24 63.64 6.40 14.05 79.55 13
21.86 7.*0 10.61 60.06 9.56 13.57 76.86 14
21.88 7.50 3.65 66.97 9.60 4.68 85.73 15
23.88 9.82 3.,43 62.87 12.90 4.51 82.59 16
23.90 9.84 100 66.26 12.94 .00 87.07 17
24.77 11.22 .00 64.01 14.92 .00 85.08 18
28.00 16.49 .00 55.51 22.90 .00 77.10 19
32.00 22.10 .00 45.90 32.50 .00 67.50 20
36.00 28.54 .00 35.46 44.60 .00 55.40 21
400.0 35.28 .00 24.72 58.80 .00 41.20 22
44,.00 41.44 .00 14.56 74,00 .00 26.00 23
48.00 47.58 .00 4.42 91.50 .00 8.50 24
50.00 50.00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 25
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reserves are committed continucuslv to ar'. ev- 64 per-ent average co,-

pany effectiveness, based on the data in Table A-9. TIe rlations)hip

between the defending company's Percentae osu,;i - :1 -snd i -', rcent-

age of ineffective or uncoruitted surv.'orC:,'. in . ..-- 9 v'here

reserves are assumed tc be committet ront::v.,:,..

The basic FAST-VAL inout i t:.e r

that are committed and effective, ihiC .=a be may v-.i e: 5e '. fnth

column of the tables, or its complement, .the frac:!c.n , -

that are ineffective or uncomm.itted, which is the su., !f the fifth

and sixth columns of the tables. Figure A-9 shows the relationshin

between percentage casualties and the percentage of survi-iinc rifle-

men that are ineffective or uncommitted when policy is to comrmit re-

serves continuously. This policv will achieve the same average company

effectiveness, 0.64, as would be achieved by cormittin, reserves bv

fire team. The curve that appears in Fig. A-9 is also shown as the

dashed curve in Fig. 4, since we are currently assuming the policy of

Scontinuous commitment of res'erves to obtain the input that determines

the percentage of surviving riflemen that are co=itted and effective,

as a function of a company's percentage casuaities.

SUMMARY

For FAST-VAL input we require the fraction of surviving riflemen

that are committed and effective or its complement, the fraction of

surviving riflemen that are ineffective or unco=mitted, expressed as

a function of company casualties. The two fundamental considerations

that lead to this input are (1) the fraction of surviving riflemen

that are ineffective, g(j), and (2) the cumulative co-nitment recuire-

ment, Y(b,J), that is determined by the corunittment policy. We have

developed the general formulas that apply to all commit-,knt policies and

have developed formulas to compute Y(b,j) for severa! examples of commit-

ment policies that are used for attacking or defending infantry com-

panies. The required FAST-VAL input may be computed for any of these

policies and used in a simulation as best accomplishes the objective

of the study. We currently are assuming a nolicy of ontt1nI100 co-mmit-

ment of reserves to ccenpute the fraction of survi'iing riflemen that are

committed and effective.
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Table A-9

PiRGC.NTAGE OF SURVIVORS OF A DEFENDING INFANTRY COMPANY
THtAT ARE COMMITTED AND EFFECTIVE: RESERVES COMMI'TTEi)

/ CONTINUOUSLY

PEK.ENTAGL )F INITIAL COMPANY PERCENTAGE 2:F .'JfVIVf-
'iskual- Itief- Effective, Inef- Effective

ties fectiv Uncom- Commit- fective Uncorn- Commit-
mitted ted mitted ted

4.99 .25 31.27 63.49 .26 32.91 66.83 1
5.00 .25 30.75 64.00 .26 32.37 67i.37 2
5.94 .27 29.79 64,.00 .29 31.67 68.113 3
5.95 .27 29.78 64.00 .29 31.66 68.05 4
6.00 .32 27.68 64.00 .35 30.08 69.57 5

12.00 .46 23.54 64.00 .53 26.75 72.73 6
14,00 5•- 21.47 64.00 .61 24.97 74.42 7
15.36 .5.j 20.07 64.00 .67 23.71 75.61 8
15.38 .57 20.05 64.00 .67 23.69 75.63 9
16.00 .59 19.,41 64.00 .70 23.11 76.19 10
18.16 2.98 14.86 64.00 3.64 18.16 78.20 11
18.18 3.00 14.82 64.00 3.67 18.11 78.22 12
20.00 5.12 10.88 64.00 6.,40 13.60 80.00 13
21.86 7.47 6.67 64.00 9.56 8.53 81.90 14
21.88 7.50 6.62 64.00 9.60 8.48 81.93 15
2).3d 9.82 2.30 64.00 12.90 3.02 84.08 16
23.90 9.84 2.26 64.00 12.94 2.97 84.10 17
24.77 11.22 .01 64.00 14.92 .01 85.07 18
2d.O0 16.49 .00 55.51 22.90 .00 77.10 19
32.00 22.10 .00 45,90 32.50 .00 67.50 20
36.00 28.54 .00 35.46 44,60 .00 55.49, 21
40.00 35.28 .00 24.72 58480 .00 41.20 22
44.00 41.44 .00 14.56 74.00 .00 26.00 23
48.00 47.58 .00 4.42 91.50 .00 8.50 24
50.00 50.00 .00 .00 100.00 .00 .00 25

9P
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